
Counting Tournament Exposures and Selecting Tournaments 
 
The best place for players to count their active tournament exposure count is from the “Tournaments” 
tab on their profiles. When counting exposures, the key fields to be aware of are the division field, 
points field, and the drop off field. 
 
Step #1: Login to player’s US Squash account 
 
Step #2: Navigate to player’s profile and select the “tournaments” tab 
 
Step #3: Scroll to the “Past Events” section and begin counting active tournaments in each division 
 
Example #1: 

 
 

In the above example, this player has 9 active BU13 tournament exposures and 1 active BU15 

tournament exposures. Note that the “Open/Adult” tournament is not factored into the exposure count 

because this player did not earn any points. Because this player has 9 active BU13 exposures, he may 

select 4 of the most recent 8 tournaments to be retained. Therefore, the 400 points from the October 9, 

2021 LA Squash Academy Fall Junior Silver are not eligible to be selected. 



Example #2:  

 
 

In Example #2, this player will have 11 active GU17 tournament exposures as of September 7. Note that 
neither the PVD Squash Autumn Junior Gold nor the West Coast Junior Open are selectable because 
their drop off dates are before September 7, 2022. This means that those two tournaments will be 
inactive. 
 
Additionally, because this player has 11 active GU17 tournament exposures, she may only select 4 from 
her most recent 8. Therefore, the Access Youth Academy Junior Gold, William S. Broadbent Junior Gold, 
University of Pennsylvania Junior Gold, PVD Squash Autumn Junior Gold, and West Coast Junior Open 
are not eligible to be selected.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Example #3: 

 
 

In example #3, this player has 6 active GU15 tournament exposures and 4 active GU17 tournament 
exposures. All of these tournaments have drop off dates after September 7, so all may be selected from. 
Because this player has 4 active GU17 exposures, all 4 will be retained. Because this player has 6 active 
GU15 tournament exposures, she will need to select 4.  
 
In this case, on September 7, this player will have 8 active tournament exposures across two different 
age groups (4 GU15 tournaments and 4 active GU17 tournaments). 


